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PROPOSED
Tri-Star Golf
Golf Equipment
* Golf practice facility (putting green, driving range)
* Youth golf clubs (4-6 drivers, putters, wedges)
* Range balls
* Bag of tees
* Tape measure
* 6 directional flags
* 2 card tables - for registration & official scorer's tables
* 1-3 clipboards
* Extra entry forms for registration table
Site Preparation
Using golf tees identify teeing area on putting green for teeing area. The putt should be
approximately 20 feet in length.
20
20 ft.
Using golf tees identify teeing area adjacent to the putting green for chipping
competition. The chipping tee should be approximately 30 feet from the edge of the
green and the hole should be approximately 20 feet onto the green.
30ft.

50 ft

Tee

Identify teeing area on practice tee for driving competition. Place marker flags on the
practice range to identify left and right boundaries and distance markers as shown in the
sketch below.
50 yards
100 yards
Tee

25 yards
150 yards
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Golf Skills Competition
Driving

Each participant will attempt five drives from the designated teeing ground.
These will be scored for distance and accuracy. One point will be scored for each drive
that stays in bounds and passes the first set of flags. Two points will be scored for each
drive that stays in bounds and passes the second set of flags. Three points will be scored
for each drive that stays in bounds and passes the third set of flags. One person will be
needed to explain the rules, answer questions, start the participants and record the results.
One person will be on the range to score each drive.
Equipment needed:
* drivers & range balls
* direction flags
Chipping

Each participant will chip five balls from the designated teeing area to a
designated hole in the putting green. One point will be scored for each chip that stops
within six feet of the designated hole. Two points will be scored for each chip that stops
within four feet of the designated hole. Three points will be scored for each ball that
stops within two feet of the designated hole. One person will be needed to explain the
rules, start the participants, and record the results.
Putting

Each participant will attempt five putts from the designated teeing area to a
designated hole in the putting green. One point will be scored for each ball that stops
within three feet of the hole. Two points will be scored for each ball that stops within
two feet of the hole. Three points will be scored for each ball that stops within one foot
of the hole. Five points will be scored for any holed putt. One person will be needed to
explain the rules, start the participants and score the results. One person will be needed
to measure the distances from the hole.
Scoring (see attached Entry Form & Instructions)

Presentation of awards

Clean-up of the Contest Site
Clean up the site and leave it in better condition than it was prior to the event.
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Optimist Tri-Star Golf________________________
Entry Form And Instructions

Age (circle one)

8

Name _______________________________________________ Telephone (

9

10

11

12

13

)_________________

Address ______________________________________________________________________________
School Name ____________________________________________ Date of Birth _____/ _____/ ______
How old will you be on (date)? ____________________________________________________________
Parents Permission ____________________________________________Parents are welcome at contest
(signature)
* Participants may participate in only one local contest
* Participants May participate against others at the same age, as of (date)
*Participants may use their own clubs
*Decisions of the judges will be final
Contest information:

Place ___________________________________________________________
Date _____/ _____/ _____ Time ___________________

Driving Skill
Each participant will be allowed to hit five attempts to
drive the ball from the tee. One point will be scored for
each drive that goes past passes the first set of flags and
stays between the flags, two points for each drive that
goes past the second set of flags and stays between the flags,
and three points for each drive that goes past the third set of
flags and stays between the extension line of the flags.

Attempts
1 _________
2 _________
3 _________
4 _________
5 _________

Chipping Skill
Each participant will be allowed five attempts from the
designated chipping tee markers. One point will be awarded
for each shot that stops within 6 feet of the hole. Two points
will be awarded for each chip that stops within 4 feet of the
hole. Three points will be awarded for each chip that stops
within two feet of the hole. An additional two points will be
awarded for each chip holed.

Attempts
1 _________
2 _________
3 _________
4 _________
5 _________

Putting Skill
Each participant will attempt five putts from the designated
putting tee. One point will be awarded for each putt that stops
within 3 feet of the hole. Two points will be awarded for each
putt that stops within two feet of the hole. Three points will be
awarded for each putt that stops within one foot of the hole. Any
putt holed will be awarded five points.

Score ________

Score ________

Attempts
1 _________
2 _________
3 _________
4 _________
5 _________
Score _________

TOTAL SCORE (three events) __________
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Optimist Tri-Star Golf Contest Master
Score Sheet____________________________________
Sponsored By ________________________ Optimist Club of ___________________________
Date of Contest _____/ _____/ _____

Age Group ________________________________

Location ___________________________ Chairperson _______________________________

Contestant
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Driving
Score

Chipping
Score

Putting
Score

Total Score

Rank

